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Our assessment depends upon various events and phenomena. First of all, on our baggage of acquired knowledge 
established stereotypes and worldviews. It is this kind of bias that affects the definition of our goals, decisions and specific 
actions, which often go against the observed facts and lose sight of important features of the object being studied. The way 
experts perceive the current COVID-19 pandemic is one typical example of such a biased interpretation. The basis of the 
clinical picture of coronavirus infection is a lesion of the lung tissue, which, according to clinical and radiological and 
pathoanatomical data, is defined as viral inflammation and corresponds to the nosology “Acute Pneumonia” (AP) [1-4]. 
According to the modern concept of AP, the only and main cause of this disease is considered to be its causative agent. This 
view of the nature of the AP is generally consistent with current events. Indeed, coronavirus infection causes inflammation 
of the lung tissue. At the same time, the usual treatment of AP with etiotropic drugs is unattainable in coronavirus infection 
due to the lack of such drugs. These conditions are compounded by the continued spread of infection, despite strong and 
widespread anti-epidemic efforts, which creates a general sense of insecurity, anxiety and lack of any guarantees of a favorable 
outcome in the event of illness. However, the atmosphere of deep concern requires the search for optimal solutions, and a 
professional assessment of the situation should be based on facts and objective materials, and not on emotions and analogies. 
The materials accumulated during the pandemic period not only allow, but also oblige us to look at this phenomenon as a 
whole, as well as at the criteria for its assessment and interpretation, from the point of view of objective facts and figures. At 
the time of this writing, the total number of people infected with the coronavirus in the world has exceeded 100 million, and 
their number continues to grow even during periods of total quarantine. The daily update of the growth of this indicator on 
special websites and in news programs and its literal perception quite logically has a psychological effect and creates social 
conflicts in society. 

For example, the administrative introduction of quarantine measures in connection with the spread of infection can 
be perceived as an infringement on personal freedom and serve as a basis for applying to the court [5]. On the other hand, 
the authorities ‘ delay in introducing restrictive measures into everyday life is criticized for their short-sightedness [6]. The 
latter circumstance deserves special attention, since the accusations against the leaders of the state were made by a group of 
medical experts who try to present purely medical problems as political. Such statements do not cause anything but regret, 
since no head of state in the world will be able to competently and effectively solve professional problems of medicine. In this 
case, an example is the results of the most stringent quarantines, for example, in the UK and Israel, which did not lead to a 
significant change in the situation. In this regard, it should be noted that, first, the overall pandemic indicator reflects the 
total number of infected people, and not the number of cases. Secondly, 80% of this number remain asymptomatic carriers 
of the coronavirus or have mild manifestations of the disease, and only 20% need hospitalization [2-7]. This distribution 
among infected people suggests that the vast majority of us overcome such contact without any consequences and medical 
assistance. Third, of course, the reduction in the number of infected people should lead to a reduction in the number of cases 
and the volume of hospitalizations, which has been repeatedly noted in different countries and regions during the current 
pandemic. However, the periods of such decline were temporary and did not have a drastic impact on the continuation of 
the pandemic and the severity of the disease. Therefore, anti-epidemic and quarantine measures can reduce the incidence of 
COVID-19 to some extent, but not solve this problem in general. Fourth, the most severe cases of COVID-19, which account 
for approximately 5% of patients and require transfer to intensive care units [8,9], accumulate the main conceptual and 
therapeutic problems of the current pandemic. The fate of this group of patients today continues to depend on the system 
of views on the essence of pathology and treatment of AP, which has developed over the past decades under the didactic 
influence of antibiotics. The causative agent of inflammation of the lung tissue continues to be considered as the main cause of 
the painful process and the main goal of treatment throughout the disease, although since the development of inflammatory 
transformation, it is the focus of inflammation in the lung that acts as the main diagnostic goal and is the main cause of 
severe functional disorders, isn’t it? Before the onset of coronavirus infection, bacterial forms of AP had a diverse etiology 
and difficulties in determining it, so the huge range of clinical manifestations and treatment failures was always easily 
explained by the possible presence of various virulent microflora. But at the present time, nature makes it quite clear to us 
that such an interpretation is wrong. Under conditions of infection with a single pathogen, a huge variety of clinical variants 
continues to persist, which can no longer be explained by the difference in the virulence of one strain in different individuals. 
Fifth, the idea of causal relationships in the dynamics of the disease has not yet been reflected in the concept of AP, and the 
manifestations of the disease continue to be considered only as a result of the action of the pathogen. Therefore, the priority 
of suppressing the pathogen in the period when the severity of the patient’s condition is determined by the volume of organ 
damage, and not by the etiology of the process, continues to dominate as the main direction of medical care. For example, a 
coronavirus can affect both 5% of lung tissue and 80-90%, but the severity of the process will be determined by the volume 
of inflammation, not its causative agent, right? The didactic influence of the microbial theory of AP, formed as a result of a 
long-standing belief in the indispensability of antibiotics, continues to determine the priorities of therapeutic efforts today. 
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The way experts perceive the current COVID-19 pandemic is one typical example of such a biased interpretation. 
Expert assessment of the situation should be based on facts and objective materials, not on emotions and analogies. At 
the time of this writing, the total number of people infected with coronavirus in the world has exceeded 100 million. The 
pandemic indicator reflects the total number of infected people, and not the number of cases. 80% of this number remain 
asymptomatic carriers of the coronavirus or have mild manifestations of the disease. And only 20% need hospitalization, 
which suggests that the vast majority overcome contact without any consequences.
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Repeated attempts to use already known antiviral agents against coronavirus show 
the absence of any expected effect [10-13], and calls to continue testing already tested 
means instead of finding other ways to solve the problem only indicate the hypnotic 
influence of previous dogmas [14]. 

The development of any pathological process has a certain sequence, so when the 
root cause is eliminated, the body needs time to eliminate the chain of its consequences. 
The body of patients with AP with its aggressive beginning in such situations simply 
does not have time to achieve the desired effect. In recent years, this phenomenon has 
been observed more often, even in conditions of successful antimicrobial therapy. 
The most significant example of this development is the so-called sterile empyema of 
the pleura. Sixth, the underestimation of causal relationships in the pathogenesis of 
AP is accompanied by paradoxical efforts in diagnosis and treatment. Naturally, the 
root cause of circulatory disorders in this disease is localized in the small circle of 
blood circulation, where the main focus is located. The mechanisms of these disorders 
have long been known and described, as well as autonomous self-regulation and an 
inverse relationship between the two circulatory circles. At present, objective data 
have been obtained on violations of pulmonary blood flow at the level of the smallest 
vessels and in patients with coronavirus pneumonia [15], which once again confirms 
the commonality of the mechanisms of disease development, regardless of the etiology. 
A widespread paradox is that the assessment of the condition of patients with AP is 
carried out on the basis of peripheral indicators, the value of which is inversely 
proportional to the pulmonary ones. If deviations of the systemic blood pressure are 
registered, which may be of an adaptive nature, they are corrected, since they continue 
to be considered (without confirmation) as a result of shock, now of viral origin 
[16]. First of all, the commonality of the disease mechanisms and the equivalence of 
therapeutic efforts, rather than the nature of the pathogens of the process, determine 
the final results. In this regard, it is quite natural that the mortality rates from bacterial 
forms of AP (30-50%) in recent years among patients in intensive care units [17-21] 
are identical to this current indicator for COVID-19 [22-25]. Seventh, the lack of a 
specific treatment for COVID-19 is the subject of extensive discussion and the search 
for solutions to this problem. In fact, we are talking about the treatment of viral 
pneumonia as the main threat of coronavirus infection, but the proposals for a new 
strategy to solve this problem are only a continuation of the previous concept of the AP. 
In fact, tactical solutions are proposed without revising the disease strategy, and the 
pathogen continues to be considered as the main factor not only in the development, 
but also in the dynamics of the process [8,26-31]. Current trends in the study of the 
COVID-19 problem are focused on the cellular, molecular, and even genetic level of 
research, which involves the study of the mechanisms of coronavirus aggression and 
ways to eliminate them [1,26,27,31-34]. Of course, the results of such studies are very 
necessary in order to prevent the intracellular penetration of viruses and reduce the 
frequency of diseases, but today the main question that requires the fastest possible 
answer is to effectively help the endless stream of already ill patients who are waiting 
for him now, today, and not tomorrow. Currently, while medicine is busy searching for 
drugs to suppress the coronavirus, patients with COVID-19 continue to fill specialized 
hospital departments around the world, being the largest and heaviest contingent 
in them. Acute inflammation of the lung tissue remains the leading cause of severe 
illness and death. The concentration of such patients in the prescribed departments 
is an exorbitant psychological burden for their medical staff, who do not have ways to 
effectively suppress the pathological process [35-39]. All this almost completely repeats 
the situation that the author of these lines went through 40 years ago. The concentration 
in one department of the most severe patients with AP differed only in that instead 
of coronavirus, staphylococcus was considered the leading pathogen and there was 
no such tense epidemiological situation as now. In general, the prospect of helping 
such patients seemed almost an unattainable goal, but a way out of this situation was 
still found. To do this, it was necessary to completely abandon the existing idea of the 
complete dependence of AP on its causative agent. It took a revision of views on the 
nature of the disease, but the results exceeded expectations. Today, these materials are 
published in 9 languages [40]. 

At a time when antibiotics were unquestionably considered the basis of treatment 
and a panacea for many diseases, to declare them an auxiliary treatment for AP was 
a very responsible step. Today, the coronavirus pandemic has changed the conditions 
for choosing treatment exactly the opposite. The pointlessness of widespread use of 
antibiotics in this infection is known not only to medical professionals and it would 
be reasonable to expect a sharp restriction of this therapy. However, reality shows 
that, contrary to logic, the old treatment stereotypes remain widespread. Currently, 
up to 71-89, 5% of patients with COVID-19 pneumonia receive antibiotics, despite 
the presence of co-infection only in some cases [41-44]. In the UK, a new group of 
coronavirus patients is included in the treatment program for community-acquired 
pneumonia [1], and a number of experts insist on continuing the previous principles 

of empirical use of antibiotics in all patients [45]. The latest information clearly 
demonstrates the difficulty of revising the usual stereotypes, even in the face of an 
obvious loss of their role and former significance. On the one hand, maintaining the 
authority of learned patterns continues to influence decision-making, despite the lack 
of necessary guidance, and on the other hand, the use of assistance tools that have lost 
their meaning in a new situation can be a reflection of despair as a result of the lack of 
an adequate replacement. To this should be added the increased role of viruses in the 
etiology of AP in recent years and long-standing concerns about the impact of long-
term use of antibiotics on such dynamics. So far, this is only a postulate that is waiting 
for confirmation, but objective data on the transformation of the accompanying 
microflora that arose as a result of this type of therapy are one of the proofs of the 
changes that have already occurred [46, 47]. 

In the end, we must agree with the assessment of modern care for patients with 
COVID-19 pneumonia, which is given by I. Zagury-Orly and R.M. Schwartzstein, 
that “Physicians are treating patients, with unsparing generosity...” and the cause of 
therapeutic errors is “cognitive biases” [48]. Achieving the main goal that medicine 
sets today for the development of etiotropic agents for COVID-19 will not be able 
to completely solve the problem of those patients who have inflammation of the 
lung tissue. Antiviral drugs will not be able to have a rapid effect on the functional 
adaptation of the affected organ. During the period of increasing critical deviations, 
the direction of therapeutic efforts becomes crucial. To achieve the desired effect, 
especially in severe patients, pathogenetic methods are necessary, but for their targeted 
application, a radical revision of the concept of the disease should first be carried out 
and attention should be paid to the fact that AP is a circulatory, not a respiratory 
catastrophe.
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